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Ramblers Are Here!
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Be Sure to See
Last Home Game!
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Walter Wright Interviews
Japanese Editor
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Question-Answer Article Shows
Nipponese War Attitude
Interview with Shingoro Takaishi, editor "Osaka Mainichi," San Fran
cisco, October 28, 1937.
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Japanese Side to be
Presented Later

Committees Named to
Fulfill Objectives

Class Shown
Foreign Life
Problems
Polish, Indian Life
Problems Shown

.i
f

V

Highest Bidder

Varsity Debate Team Meets
Stanford, Banking, J. C. Squads
Sophists, Rhizomia Win Rounds in Closing Intramural Tourney,-

Bakersfield J. C. Practice Session Scene of Next Meet.
Introducing the subject of the Sino
An important announcement at the
Question. What is the aim of Japan on the Asiatic Continent?
Dr. Maurice Ballanger, of India,
Japanese crisis to the Public Affairs annual Homecoming dinner held Sat
and Mr. Rounds, Y. M. C. A. worker
We wish ultimately a peaceful expansion of our industries which cannot Forum group yesterday, Mr. Hong
urday night at the First Congrega just returned from abroad, were in
Debate teams representing the Pacific Student Association of the College
be brought about until the cessation of anti-Japanese feeling in China. We Seung spoke on the subject, "Make
tional Church was the naming of the troduced by Dr. G. A. Werner to his
of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College met Stanford University at
wish a happy and peaceful trade re-f
China Safe for Democracy."
various committees who are to work Political Science class last week. Dr.
lation with China, which is impossi
alo Alto yesterday in two non-decision debates. Sandine and Farley the
Mr. Hong Kim Seung is an execu on the Five Year Program of Ad Ballanger spoke on the problems of
hie under chaotic conditions which
men s debate varsity, met the American Institute of Banking team, while
vance,
which
is
the
task
now
con
tive member of the Chinese National
modern India, while Mr. Rounds
have prevailed there for the past
Pulich and Phifer met a team from San Francisco Junior College in Thurs!
PRESIDENT
ist Party in American and secretary fronting the Alumni group. This plan brought before the class a discussion
quarter century.
Trade between
was decided on by the Alumni Coun of the nation which some authorities
-fday evening'debates.
of
the
local
Chinese
Association.
He
Japan and China is essential to both
presented China's side of the dispute cil as high objective, and one which term the "question mark" of Europe,
The debates against the Bankers'
countries not only because of proxi
which has been filling the headlines would challenge their best energies Poland.
team and that team representing San
mity but because each has what the
DEBATER
and first pages of America's papers in order to successfully complete it.
Dr. Ballanger gave five forces act
other needs.
Francisco Junior College were deci
for the last few months.
The committees which were an ing to divide India. These he listed
Q : If the desire of Japan is for
sion
encounters, though they were
Gladys Bartholomew, Sophomore nounced by President Earle Crandall as religious differences, language di
peace why is she unwilling to negot
held
too
late for the results to appear
are
as
follows:
visions, and varieties in the physical
debater and active member of the
iate for peace at the Brussels con
this week.
Completion of the Barr Scholar mode of living. He told how, in
ference?
S. C. A., presided as chairman for
Development of Indian
some instances, the British have ac
the meeting, held yesterday at 3.00 ship Loan Fund.
These debates are the first decision
Chiefly because the Brussels con
Virginia Short, chairman; Phoebe cented these differences to keep In
in the S. C. A. rooms.
ference is an outgrowth of the
encounters of the year for the local
Life Discussed
O'Connor White, Lorraine Knoles, dia from becoming more than a geo
League of Nations, and the problem
NEXT MEETING
debate squad. Return engagements
Iva Cooley Colliver.
graphical division of the map's pink
concerns two countries, China and
Dr.
Maurice
Ballanger
spoke
at
will bring these teams, and others,
British
empire.
Definite
engagement
of
a
speaker
Alumni Directory.
Japan. We would be willing now to
the general "Y" meeting Monday
to our campus later in the year.
for the next meeting of the Forum
negotiate with China.
Wesley Stouffer, chairman; Ted WESTERN INFLUENCE
evening in the S. C. A. rooms from
has not yet been made. Since next Aungst, Virginia Garrison, Greydon
INTRAMURAL DEBATES
Q: In the event of physical in
Dr. Ballanger pointed to a renewal 7 to 8 o'clock. His address concern
Thursday is Armistice Day, and Milan, fevelyn Sawyer Mott.
tervention by other powers do you
of interest in the Orient. He showed ed the various kinds of "ashrams" or
In recent debates the Sophists de
school will not be in session, the
think Japan's course will change?
how, under Western tutlage the East periods in the development of the
Colored Film of the Campus.
feated Men's Hall and Rhizomia de
Forum will not meet Thursday at the
No. This is a matter of life and
is today becoming aggressive. India's people of India.
Hilmuth Ulmer, chairman.
feated Archania, both defeated teams
usual hour.
death. Think of a population of 70,population of 375,000,000 holds tre
Ten District Alumni Clubs.
The first
period is the student
dropping as a result of their losing
000,000 packed into an area equal to
In case a speaker can be secured, a
Lorraine Knoles, chairman; Ber mendous possibilities, were she to
group in which the students and the
two rounds in the tournament.
the state of Montana. Only a fourth
meeting may, however, be held next mece Rhodes Anderson, Bernita wake up to effective action.
teacher hold ashrams apart from so
of that land is arable and our farmers
1 he final debate for the possession
week. The speaker will, of course, Salmon Hobin.
Mr. Rounds, in his speech on Po ciety in the forest, usually. In these
utilize every possible square foot
present the Japanese views on the Ten Alumni Loan Funds.
land, pointed to various problems groups they gain a fellowship and
for one year of the cup offered by
Japan must have access to raw ma
subject under discussion.
Dale Hamilton, chairman; Bill confronting Poland, in her internal cooperative spirit which helps them
Pi Kappa Delta either has been held
terials to support her rapidly grow
Martin Pulich, chairman of the Morris, Lester Tiscornia, Bradford adjustment and her international re in the next step, which is the ashram
or will be held very soon. Sandine
ing industries. Our only salvation is
lations. Among these Mr. Rounds of development. In this period comes
Public Affairs Forum, asks, "Will ail Crittenden, Jr.
reports that the tournament this year
industrial development in China.
Finding Possible Donors for the called special minority groups, the Po the marriage and development of the
Louis Sandine, president of Paci members of the Forum group, which
wasn't
as successful as was hoped at
Q: Do you think that the eco
Library.
lish corridor and its international person in general. Dr. Ballanger
fic Student Association, has writ includes all those interested in the
first, though several prospects were
nomic tension within Japan might
Earle
Crandall,
chairman;
Charles
ramifications
concerning
Germany,
war now going on and America's at
said that the next ashram was the
have been relieved in other ways? ten an account on student organi
titude toward that war, please watch Siegerstrom, Jr., L. L. Dennett, John and in operating a government sup period of retirement in which the Erwin Farley, member of the Ex uncovered, and all participants gained
... if for instance high tarriffs had zation for those unfamiliar with
experience.
Armstrong,
Judge
Percy
King,
Char
posedly
democratic
but
actually
run
individual thought of the future.
the bulletin boards for definite an
not been imposed against her prod committee functions.
les Kirlinde, Fred Tibbetts, Joseph by the marshal of Poland, the head His mind is mostly on his religion, ecutive Committee and prominent BAKERSFIELD NEXT
nouncement of our next meeting?"
debater, who met the American
ucts?
T revaarrow.
of the army.
which teaches reincarnation.
He Institute of Banking team yester
Bakersfield Junior College will hold
Yes. Our problem of course is the
750 Paid up Members and 50
strives to find the correct way of life. day in a non-decision meet.
a practice tournament on its campus
domestic conditions within China
Life Members.
The last ashram is the holy man
which makes successful trade impos
November 11, 12, and 13. The Pacific
Harold Chastain, chairman; George
period in which he gives out what he
sible, but I believe that if trade rela
H. Sawyer, N. M. Parsons, Clarence
Student Association will enter several
has learned to the students.
tions outside Asia had been more
Disbrow, Clarence Royce.
teams in this tournament, the num
Irvin Grubbs, president, acted as
advantageous to Japan, the present
Underwriting Costs of Books.
chairman for the meeting. Miss Joyce
ber not yet definitely decided.
crisis might have been averted.
Melburn Matheny, chairman; Grey
Dunkerly told about the Y. W. C.
Dr. Roy C. McCall said, when ap
don
Voorhies,
Minnette
Hallmark.
AMERICAN ATTITUDE
A. training conference which was
proached,
that about ten or twelve
Underwriting Costs of Associa
Q: Would you care to discuss the
held at Stanford University last Sat
people would make the trip. The
tion.
feeling of the Japanese toward Amer
urday. Erwin Farley, chairman of
local squad will enter in all divisions
George M. Hench, Sr., chairman
ica in the light of the present ur
the Finance drive, awarded prizes to
of
the tournament possible, including
. JliJL Klein. Mrs,.. Jolpr"5L Landrmp,
gency ?
• Ferlorn »and Unwanted 1
Again Margaret Hanson,-for getting-the
many participants in extemporaneous
Mrs.
Edward
S.
Esselr,
Dr.
Langley
Need
of
Better
Student
Understanding
America has always been known to
"Unhappy Hedda" is being placed un most money collected for the drive,
"We're heading for the last shear- speaking and several delivering ora
Collis.
be the upholder of humanity and
willingly upon the auction block to and to Barbara Baer's group for off," might well be said of the Whis- tions.
Placement Services.
Seen by P. S. A. President
peace. We in Japan feel that she
be sold within a day or two to the bringing in the most money. Paul kering 37 after the Homecoming
Among those sure to go is last
Everett Stark, chairman; A1 Keas
will continue to be. I cannot be
highest bidder. For the winner of Dowdall was runner-up for the in dance Saturday, Oct. 31, when the year's varsity, Louis Sandine and Er
ton,
Paul
Minasian,
Milton
RosenBy LOUIS SANDINE
lieve that the attitude of the Ameri
Phi Mu Alpha's "dream car"—Miss dividual prize. Prizes were a season real he-man was decided upon by the win Farley. These boys are veterOur student body is a large, complicated, and important organiza tretter.
can state or the American people is
Evelyn Ward—being not of •''strong ticket to the Little Theatre and sin judges. The grand winner, ladies ants of last year's eastern tour, and
More Alumni Education.
mind and strong body" has decided gle admissions to each member of and gents, in case you don't already of over one hundred varsity encoun
reflected in President Roosevelt's tion of over one thousand students. For it to function well is impera
Melvyn Lawson, chairman; G. she can no longer compete with the the g?oup.
speech in Chicago.
know, is Norman Johnson, who had ters. Sandine is the school champion
tive that, the students who compose it understand its powers and
Q: Do you think an embargo on functions. When you want some change made or want to lodge come Louise Flaa, Berniece F. Wallace. intricacies and temperament of the
Meetings for the "Y" will be held the manliest beard, and the runner-up in extemporaneous speaking, and Far
the part of the nation or of separate complaint you can be much more effective in getting action if you Alice Noonon, Naomi Cannon, Ida '27 model Nash recently won by her on the first Monday evening of each was Fred Abbott, who ran Norm, a ley, in oratory.
very close race.
labor groups would affect Japan very bring the matter to the proper authority. My purpose in having this North, Frederick Pribble, Frances in a Raffle held by the men's music month from 7 to 8 o'clock.
Last year s national champions of
Milnes.
fraternity.
much?
A wreath goes to Gene Rotsch by 1 hi Rho Pi, junior college society,
article published is to enable you better to understand the Pacific
Larger
and
More
Inclusive
Is
Yes. It is possible for an embargo
Of twenty tickets held by Evelyn
causing the judges to consider and Marie Nichols and Doris Hancock,
to have almost the same effect as a Student Association and to get full value from your membership. sues of the "Pacific Review".
on "Hedda," it was lucky number
debate royally over the inscription will make the return trip to Bakers
Hilmuth
Ulmer,
chairman;
Cyril
It
might
be
worthwhile
to
clip
this
out
and
save
it
for
future
use.
physical war.
481 which copped the prize. Now,
"C. O. P." cut out in his beard. The field, their home town. This year
Owens,
Junius
Roberts,
Geraldine
Q: When do you expect Japan EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
althought the winner almost had
fanciest beard was cleaned by Bob they are going to represent the Col
Patton, Mrs. B. I. Van Gilder.
will resume buying cotton from the
heart failure when her number was
Therefore, if you have some measure
Bovey who resembled a hang-over lege of the Pacific, rather than Bak
The
Executive
Committee,
or
"Ex"
United States?
announced, she feels it is still on the
that you want the committee to act
from the gay nineties. The honors ersfield J. C.
We stopped buying American cot Committee as it is more popularly upon, if you wish that measure push
verge of pounding its last, unless re
for having the bushiest go to "BrushMartin Pulich and Gregg Phifer
ton out of economic necessity. Of called, is the supreme governing body ed, submit it to some member of the
lieved of the "lulu of a car, but too
ie" Paul Dowdall, and the booby prize are the men's Sophomore team enter
of
the
P.
S.
A.
This
committee
plans
hard for me to handle."
course it will be resumed as soon as
committee, give him all the necessary
was whisked away by "Fuzzie" Jess ing the tournament. Each have had
the budget, passes on all bills, forms information, and let him introduce
we are able to do so.
Miss Ward says of the car which
Gidley. The winners were announc experience in last year's debating,
Q : Does that mean as soon as the the major policies of the organiza it to the committee.
As a result of the dicision of the ed to those present after much<-de"sometimes runs, and sometimes
including about twenty intercollegiate
tion, and keeps check on the activities
war is over?
doesn't," that she has had about Frosh "Y" Club Executive Cabinet liberation by the judges.
PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE
encounters. Christina Vanden Akker
of
all
officers
and
other
committees
make all regular semi-monthly
I don't know.
eleven offers from prospective buy
The Publications Committee has
The committee who picked the and Gladys Bartholomew have had
meetings deal with discussions on
Q: If Japan stopped buying cot of the association. The student body
ers
of
which
some
are
women.
"How
charge of the policy, staff, and fin
judges
is strictly confidential. Mem experience in various tournaments
president
is
the
chairman
of
the
com
ton from the U. S. as a measure of
ever," says Evelyn, "I wouldn't in college life, Dean James H. Corson, bers of the committee in charge of last year. Others will be selected and
ances
of
all
the
student
publications,
economy why are Japanese buyers mittee and executive of the associa and is responsible to the Ex Com
flict it on any gal. People, even will speak on Monday, November 8, the affair were Karl Rigor, Maryly announced later.
Roland Elliott, national executive grammar school boys, stand on the
l "Cheating On A College Campus."
now negotiating in Nicaragua for tion. The vice president, who this
RADIO DEBATE
year is Jane Kingdon, is chairman of mittee for all of its actions. The secretary of the Y. M. C. A., and street, and yell 'Happy Hedda.' It's
The subject will involve the Pacific Lyons, Art Irish, and Dick Morrall.
the purchase of the cotton crop?
publications are the Pacific Weekly, Bill Easton, Asilomar region execu
The
judges
picked
were
Rose
Lee
The Pacific Symposium next Tues
social
affairs
and
is
responsible
for
campus and will bring into the situa
I don't believe that report can be
the Naranjado (our annual), and the tive secretary, were the honored most embarrassing!"
Rowe, Alpha Theta Tau; Betty Da day will discuss the question of how
after
the
game
dances
and
all
social
tion
the
devices
of
the
past
which
credited.
events except the annual Mardi Gras. Handbook (Frosh Bible). At pres guests at a luncheon given by the
have served to make class cheating vis, Women's Dorm; Jean Westrum, far the United States government
BOMBING SITUATION
ent there is some agitation to put the Advisory board of the S. C. A. at
Mu Zeta Rho; Edna Clark, Tau should go in protecting the lives
less prevalent.
DUTIES
IN
TITLES
Q: Mr. Takaishi, American senti
Daily Bengal Bulletin under their the home of Miss Lorraine Knoles
Kappa Kappa; and Jane Jordan, Ep- and property of her nationals on
This
is
the
second
of
a
series
of
Presidnt Knoles Talks
Duties of the other officers are ex control. The chairman of the com
ment is strong against the bombard
silon.
foreign soil. Participants in this dis
Tuesday at noon. Plans for sending
allied subjects, the first of which was
ment of non-combatant areas. Would plained in their titles. The officers mittee is Tom Rippey, who is the representatives to the National Stu
cussion will be Bob Eley, Clair Tatpresented by Robert Wright, "Cam
The
final
entrants
who
succeeded
in
with their present occupants are editor of the Weekly and a prominent
To Madera Rotary
you like to discuss this?
dent Christian Association confer
pus Traditions."
deafening their ears to pleas of girl ton, and Marjorie Mainard.
It is difficult for most people to treasurer, Roy Cencirulo; Secretary, football player. The other members ence at Oxford, Ohio, during the
Dr. McCall said, "The hours for
Domesticated Papas," a presenta friends, mothers, etc., are Don LinOn Monday evening President
understand the problem in modern air Ann Blundell; five members elected are manager of the Weekly, George
week of December 27 to January. 2
tion involving two men who decided deen, Van Shaljean, Newton Likens, these debates is 1:45, Tuesday after
Knoles went to Madera and spoke to
warfare of discriminating between at large, Bobbin Gay Peck, George Blaufuss; editor of the Naranjado, ere discussed.
to assume the apron strings of their Ken Morton, Jack Harrell, Paul noon. All members of the student
the Masonic lodge on the subject
militarized and non-militarized areas. Bralye, Mick Parsons, Dick Eaton, Francis Finney; manager of the Nar
families will occupy the social period Dowdall, Henry Woodrum, Phil body are invited to tune in, give us
Hostesses
for
the
luncheon
were
and
Erwin
Farley;
president
of
the
'Masonry
in
Europe."
The problem is especially difficult in
anjado, Fred Boyes; Ben Alexander,
the Club meeting. Bill Biddick Starr, Fred Abbottt, Jerome Cinci- your comments, and tell your friends
Miss
Lorraine
Knoles,
Mrs.
R.
A.
China, in Nanking particularly where Associated Women Students, Julian- Pat Milberry, Margaret Lefever and
Tuesday noon he had luncheon and George Fowler will give the por- nato, Elton Cencirulo, Tom Dardis, and neighbors about the program.
Brady,
Mrs.
Fred
Ellis,
and
Mrs.
C.
the fortified zones are scattered ne Ralston; chairman of the Publi Ralph Trembley.
with the Madera Rotary Club, visit
ayal which takes place during the Bob Bovey, Bill Schedler, Gene This is a new project, and one which
W. Gulick. Those attending were
throughout the city and almost indis cations Committee, Tom Rippey; STUDENT AFFAIRS
ing them in his official capacity of washing period over the back yard Rotsch, Norman Johnston, Ernest is decidedly worthwhile."
Dean
James
Corson,
Professor
Horpresidents of the Senior, Junior, COMMITTEE
tinguishable from the "open" areas.
district governor.
fences.
Myers, Jess Gidley, and Art Irish.
old Jacoby, Miss Martha Pierce, Mr.
Q: Has the problem of labor Sophomore, and Freshman classes re
Wednesday morning, Dr. Knoles
According to the constitution of Robert Burns, Miss Ellen Deering,
Group singing will introduce sev
spectively,
Vincent
Peck,
Frances
shortage yet become serious in Japan?
spoke to the student body of the eral new pep songs in line with the
the association, the Student Affairs
Conscription has been in effect Finney, Art Irish, and Jack Collins; Committee is to "deal with all cases Dean Dwayne Orton, Irvin Grubbs, Selma Union High School. At noon policy begun at the last meeting of
Lora Lou Childs, Beth Dodds, Dick
since early in July. As far as I know head yell, leader, Ed Yelland; mem involving lapses of moral behavior
Eaton, Sonny Compton, Erwin'Far he made his official visit to the Selma presenting more and peppier fun Dr. Sanderson Speaks in
there are no factories which have ber from the senior college faculty, in academic and social activities and
Rotary Club. Wednesday afternoon songs.
ley, and Miss Joyce Dunkerly.
had to shut down because of a lack Mr. O. H. Ritter; member from the to improve the general welfare of the
he visited the Parlier High School.
Rally Assembly
of men, though many plants have felt junior college faculty, Professor campus." Because of late organiza
The Finance Drive went over its
This morning Dr. Knoles leaves
Dwayne
Orton;
and
member
from
the strain. About ISO of our staff
quota in the student drive which war
for Los Angeles by automobile where
tion, caused by the resignation of the to the Student Affairs Committee.
"Medical
facilities
of
Pacific's
In
the alumni, Mr. Robert Burns.
carried on last week. Three hundred
have been called to the front.
Saturday morning he will attend the
original chairman, the committee is
firmary" was the subject for the ad
It is worthy of note that the last just getting under way again. Pres RALLY COMMITTEE
Q : Were the military and financial
and ninety dollars were turned in for
San Bernardino Teacher's Institute.
dress by Dr. George H. Sanderson
As the constitution states, the Ral He speaks on the topic "The Impor
pledges and there was close to twen
interests in accord at the beginning of three mentioned, the non-student ent specific activities are re-establish
at
the
assembly
yesterday
morning.
ly Committee is to "be responsible for tance of a Happy Philosophy."
members purposefully restrict their
ty dollars pledged on student bills
hostilities?
ment of campus traffic regulations, in
Attention was called to the many
attendance to special occasions so as vestigation prior to later action on all rallies to create enthusiasm for
at the beginning of the semester. The
Dr. A. T. Bawden, Prof. J. H.
Yes.
Sunday afternoon he will attend
the student affairs; shall entertain a large union peace meeting in Santa Jonte, Walter Van Sandt, and Ha- benefits provided by the infirmary, aim for the student drive was $400.
to interfere as little as possible with
Q: Was there conflict between
the cheating problem, arrangement of
and
the
students
were
asked
to
co
visiting teams, coaches, staff, etc.;
This amount which was pledges ex
student democracy. They never dic
worth Jonte, representing Pacific, at operate with the health authorities.
Barbara.
chaperoning (as on the Nevada spe
these groups prior to July 7?
ceeds the amount obtained in last
tate policies and their reason for be cial train) and numerous lesser prob shall have charge of the rooting sec
tended the Sacramento division of the
Yes. Some of the younger army ing on the committee is simply to pro
The second half of the assembly year's dive by one hundred dollars.
tion, bleacher stands, ushering; and
American
Association
.of
Chemical
officers are eager for a form of tect their respective institutions from lems. The committee is appointed by to perform any other duties which
Margaret Hanson won a season
Societies Saturday evening, Oct. 31. was devoted to a rally for the Cal.the president and elects its own chair the Executive Committee shall dele
national socialism.
Dr. W. R. Weidlin, president of Rambler-Pacific game, Puns and ticket to the Little Theatre for get
any inadvisedly rash action on the
Q: Would one be justified in des part of the association. When called man from among its members. The gate to it." The student body presi Armistice to be Theme the American Chemical Society, and jokes by Master of Ceremonies Bob ting the most money pledged to the
new chairman is Benson Alexander, dent selects the chairman of the com
cribing these groups as fascistic?
director of the Mellon Institute, Eley linked a number of novelty acts association. Paul Dowdall received
upon, they give valuable advise based
popular football player, who trans mittee and he in turn chooses his Of Chapel Service
honorable mention for being runnerlargest organization in the U. S. together.
Not precisely. There are of course upon the experience of previous
ferred to us last year from Phoenix committee. At present, the man who
given to Industrial Research, was
a great many sympathizers with years, which is appreciated by the
Bob and Barbara Harrison sang up for the prize. Members of Bar
Junior College. The other members has had the difficult task of picking
Armistice Day will be commemo the speaker.
fascism in Japan.
committee.
selections from "Cavalcade", dusky bara Baer's group each received a
are secretary, Alice Hall, Mona Belle up the committee's activities where, rated on the Chapel program next
Dr. W. R. Weidlein is a former Grace Anne Taylor danced, Norman single ticket to the Little Theatre for
Q: Have you and idea, Mr. Taka SUGGESTIONS PROCEDURE Hench, Minnie Sawyer, Virginia
the resignation of a previous chair Tuesday with the theme, "Youth classmate of Prof. Jonte's.
Lamb gave a violin solo, and Anita being the group which brought in
ishi, as to how long the conflict will
Most students, at present, when Sack, Dick Loomis, Hubert White, man left them, is Bob Wentz. His
the most money.
Markman tapped.
Prays
For
Peace."
Harmon
Ginn
continue ?
they want something brought to the Jerry Keithly, Duane Sewell, and ex committee consists of Trevor Grif
I don't know anyone qualified to attention of the committee, ask the officio members, Dean Berg, Dean
will sing .Kipling's "Recessional" as
Pacific's left halfback, Kip Bralye,
fiths, Jimmy Johnson, Dick Donnelly,
answer that question . . . unless president to do something about it. Corson, and Louis Sandine.
Erwin Farley, Pat Milberry, Buzz on the of the features of the pro Mr. Simard Gives Signs gave intimate closeups of the Pacificperhaps it is Chiang Kai-shek, As This is not the best practice, because,
St. Mary's game, a player's impres Ripon Band to Play
These members are most willing Fisher, Phil Starr, Beverley Mo gram.
long as his attitude remains as it is, according to parliamentary procedure,
sion of other members of the team,
The
bumper
signs
"Follow
the
Ti
Ghan,
and
Lora
Lou
Childs.
to discuss student affairs with any
Dr. Ballanger gave the devotional
The Ripon Union High School
or as long as his people support him. the chairman of such a committee is
and predictions as to the outcome of
gers"
that
have
recently
sprung
up
If
you
have
any
ideas
on
rallies,
Band will be the guest band to repre
Already in Nanking there is said to to impartially preside over meetings member of the student body and at tell Bob. He will appreciate it; but message at Chapel last Tuesday. He around the campus were presented to the game this Friday night.
sent the visiting team at the Calibe sympathy against him. The im and is not to try to railroad action present would especially welcome any remember, constructive suggestions asked all students, "What Is Your the Pacific students by Mr., E. A.
Songs and yells led by Ed Yelland
T7- {
, T ' | Lornia Ramblers-College of the Pacipartiality of other nations will aid a through the committee. I try to fol Suggestions on the cheating problem. are one thousand times more valu Choice?" Special music was pro Simavd, of the Action Color Poster Phill c.~ rr t
swifter settlement.
low this rule as much as is practical. If you have some "gripe", pass it on able than knocks.
vided by the A Capella Choir.
Co., Stockton.
F„d concluded

M
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S' C. A. Finance Drive
Goes Over Quota
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WE ORFEO

STOCKTON FOOTBALL FANS
«-»i»
offer them 3.n outstanding S
i
„c , tunny bunch of peop ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ you
,,

THE AWFUL TRUTH

attraction like the . .
heinp forced to hang out the |
A full stadium, with the
surron„dtng circumCXg" ,
S. R. O. sip., as
k on taM w0„ld, judging from
stances ? Not on yoi
generous estiUs, Saturday's meager turnouto 10 0M (a mo
,he
mate), rather stay at home and Wen w ™
^ ^ ^

from the
but we realize now that
Atkinson who expects a Barry, Bar y
I cold winter.
,, ,
k
We feel someone should tha
Baer and Olmstead for displaying
iSSprote., (D m
tertainment last Friday.
Grossmith is fast becoming a first
class pile it-er, we mean pilot.
Cordova and Moore can t make up
| their minds as to who is two-tim.ng
who, Wood, Woo!
that
1
Our scribe bro't us the new that
| Ed Simonsen was seen sitting
Lib with the Alpha Thetas—and Ar
| Irish with the Mu Zetas-aren t you

. while»«.!«>'•

battle and no, the

Cal-U. C. L. A. or some other contest.)

into Baxter Stadium?
Why didn't local football followers swarm
Qt0ckton
JSU. -o»s to watch ;h« yearu beu ^.1
The weather was bad

Less„

Corner Box
v

The Keyhole

—BASTIAN

TZJZXSZ » f

RALPH DePUY, Exchange Editor

GEORGE BLAUFUSS. Business Manager

e)Jtao(c

r±d
'Ernie

This particular edition of
truly inspired verse is meant
to be' an ardent plea on the
part of those of us who cheat.
Wewvant to be understood, we
feel that poetry is an excel len
medium of expression
We
hope you'll pardon the tendency
toward propaganda but when
we're really sold on a cause
you can't much blarni
advertising our convictions.
And to all of you fellow-cheat
ers, we hope this will serve as
an ' inspiration when you face
the situation again. And, hon
orable co-cheaters, hear me.
don't be backward! If you find
a professor who doesn t seem
to agree with you, talk it over
with him! You'll find
them
kindly and open-minded on the
subject! But above all, be firm
in your convictions!

By BOBBIN GAY

wee bit mixed boys??

A?

To,TiZ 2M2ZS'JSXl-*

numbers—and in mo«e inclement weather conditions than prevat e
Saturday—to watch the high school gndders perform. There or
dtere must be some other reason or reasons for the apathy of the
Stockton populace, which is generally conceded to be
sp
minded as they come.
Here's why C O. P. does not pack 'em in: Insufficient promo
tion two little words meaning "not enough advertising not enoug
ballyhoo no concerted attempt to interest the fans troughit
fundamental favorites, the Stockton High^arzansPacific h
lone overlooked that most fertile ground for establishing a close
long ovcrioo
interesting Stockton
connection between town ana gown
y
High players to come to C. O. P., and making a special effort to
gain general high school support, the Pacific athletic administra
tion would gain the
unanimous good-will of the townspeople,
ie unauuiiuua
either indifferent or openly hostile to Pacific
many of whom are
sports.
To remedy this situation and to bring Pacific and Stockton
closer together in a bond of mutual pride and interest speaking
in a broader sense than merely athletic mutuality, the college
Editor'.
XLU1LU1 & «*:. Tho
* .on.
,.,rttck
. tto
,
. r e WEEKLY m
powers could well consider the appointment of a ' contact man
fleet the opinions of the editorial stall,
whose sole duties would be to stimulate local interest in Pacific
life, as we have it at Pacific.
through personal appearances before student bodies, fraternal clu
meetings, and yea, even the Ladies' Aid Society, This man, prefer
ably a graduate Pacific athletic with poise, pep and speaking ability
appearing before, and among, group gatherings within a radius ot
one hundred miles could repair in three years all the damage that
the present nonchalant attitude has caused. Such a one-man |
campaign, caried out thoroughly with complete co-ope
Edqar Eqberl
the administration, would increase interest in the bay area as wel,
and would be instrumental in leading better football players to the|
portals of old Pacific, as well as more spectators through the turn
We dedicate the following bit of
-W. B.
stiles of Baxter Stadium.
nonsense to Cornelius Henry Mont

Improvizations

The Excursion is over! Everyone
Glen Harder has many a guls likes to hash over a play—the char
heart going thump. Who is this man acters, the plot, the sets, costumes
who can make a girl enjoy study we've all our own opinions, but m
not going to burden you with mine
^No'tes to Betty Davis—do you think I liked it, and I'm certain that you
a?
I your
»ur choice
tnuiLc was a wise one
,
i did too, so let that be enough. How
Say, Murial Brown, it s pretty nar ever I do have a bit of interesting
to ace in when there are three ahead material for you-an article written
ODE TO 'PACIFIC'
by Irving Martin Jr., in Ins Sun
°fIt-sUa good thing that Bev Starr is set Column" in the Stockton Record
HONOR
studying to be a nurse for lately
Cvu,,u,6, in which he dis
Monday evening,
Sing a song of ex's
she's had to apply some of her knowl- cusses the technical highlights of
Pocket full of notes
edge to her "roomie
Excursion.
And
just
incidentally,
Oh aren't we just the clever
Someone sure made it hot for there was lots to do backstage on
est bunch
Archania Sunday night-even after this show. With the author s per
Of college honor hopes.
those Three Smart Boys moved the mission, I reproduce his column here
hay truck to Sorority Circle.
for you, and I think that you can
We know it's yellow playin'
Barbara Wilber likes blind-dates
learn lots from it. Here's what Mr.
We know it's "chicken" too!
we don't blame her when it comes to
Martin says about—
But we can get away with
Kniveton-ing into the dance.
"Backstage at Pacific's Play"
A1 Codiga ought to attend a Panit—
Now that the play is successfully
Hel meeting—his suggestions would
At least we think we do!
over you might be interested in know
be more than appreciated.
Frances Bransted is dying to get ing something of the duties taken
Oh well, what's the differ
to San Francisco—at least it's a good over by Stage Manager John Crabble
ence,
and his associates in carrying out the
We don't have what it takes!
alibi.
illusion of a New York Sunday ex
So what care we what others
DANGER, LOVE AT WORK
cursion boat through three acts and
think
In his own quiet little way Spic
It's me and ME AND ME!
establishing quite a name for him seven scenes.
Take the boat whistle, for instance.
self as a "Killer-diller"—and we
Remember how it boomed out when
This dear old Alma Mater
don't mean "swing."
Jack O'Neil has been too quiet, but the cord was pulled? Well, that boat
stuff
"oL'S
whistle came from Los Angeles on a
May he good publicity
we saw you, Jack, and WOW!
But if an easy grade I need!
Clair Tatton must be sorry now phonograph record made up by a com
"Pacific Hell!" It's ME!
that the play is over, however, we pany that specializes in such effects
hear that coaching lessons are still in Miss Margaret Lefever sat in the
Pacific orchestra pit with a phono
So all your poor dumb suc
order.
It seems that quite a few Alpha graph ready, and when the whistle
cors
cord was pulled she put the needle on
Thetas have the marrying hug . .
Who don't know how to
Rube Demmon being the latest vie the record, and the sound was wired
cheat,
to a loud speaker on the stage.
Get wise! Jump On!
tim.
The radio broadcasting voice in the
The lawn by Stadium Drive has to
The smart guy's train
next to the last scene was handled in
have a little sunlite—Mick.
headin' for the BEAT !
You're pretty White, Toni, why the same manner. In this case some
of the actors had to splice lines ex
don't you stop being so hasty?
Why suffer in silence Seville—tell actly into the silent spaces when the
V
her you love her—what have y°u| record was made,
got to lose????
The entire staff got together one
Lila Fae Dougan has been pretty I. ht and made the record depicting
A W fM¥
quiet about her love—but that diary tkg music and excitement of Coney
Vr0
she lost told all
Island. While musics played, some
irwnT F<?
By TULLY C. KNOLES
Which thrilled her the most-winand SQme laughed and some

4

KNOLES

gomery "He-Slipped' Madigau, the
golden tongued orator, or coach of
baint Mary's College whose baffled
masses of beef and the two referees
Fere given the well known rigidiget
By DANIEL BOOM
by our own fighting I igers last Sat
urday afternoon. The ditty is entit-1 xbdk- J AWFUL:
led The Curse of Rumplewits.
Yeah, they all laughed at ChrisBy LEE FITTING
One fine spring afternoon in the topher Columbus, but they didn't
tlie 18dl centul"y> Baron
Ravine ourselves early years
tQ ijsten to him on the radio
Akhougk we are leaving ourselves imi)lewit was spurrmg his roan kav£
every week
hbel
suits
from
all
angles
_
„
open t0
ai(
±
[mare
down a shadowy path
on Ins| gam and Abe w£re twQ old cron.
w,estil desiremcountry estate. Suddenly a gypsyjieswho were always quarreling with

TWO DISPLAYS OF SPORTSMANSHIP

CINAMIKE

WORLD

^ ?
^ ^
^
^
I caroused (perhaps) and the whole
Qn p
trips we
revi0us European
previous
in last Saturday's game with St. Mary's left Pacific suffering in the
with Rod?
, • came out as an off-stage imitation of j
always wondered why the
A
little
thing
like
8
stitches
in
his
I
.
the carnival splnt
opinions of many outsiders. The lack of sportsmanship on the
Travel Bureaus housed the parties at
leg didn t slow Ajax down any ottj -pbe sbcks aCross the bow of the
part of a group of Pacific rooters in making objectionable remarks
i
—
. very fine, expensive hotels over night
c ,,
41(L e '
.,
-nd wpnt I
Happiness, as the government I rat]ler tilan to furnjsh transportation
on the general quality of the quarterbacking was anything but
ie ^ umni lave
...I cutter approached, were made by over the Wagon-Litz, but on this trip
complimentary to Pacific's reputation. Having nothing more to do,
caliber pistol into a barrel^.1 j believe we discovered the answer
in
leir memo
cnendinea
must remember ... are you spending) whkp
k-stomached sailor
thp WPa
than spread themselves over a considerable area of stadium seating
While the
weak-stomached
sailor I .to our question.
next weekend in Santa Monica?
faked the playing of an accordion, the
facilities, these rooters made themselves objectionable not otffy
Mrs. Knoles and I had purchased
HITS OF THE WEAK
real music was supplied by a small|
because of their general ability to distract neighboring fan.,
Cina-°"^ «- !™' Abe
air transportation from Nice U>
"You Can't Stop Me From Dream-|organ off-stage,
Sweden but found on arriving i»
more particularly because of the language .hey used and the wayLju oki„g
w on »
trom,.
ing"—Dardis.
Those in the audience at Pacific's I
had
1>V York that
After You"—June Lane. first
play will recall that there were "New
i""-i all reservations
IUCIIUUUUS iw
they used if. If. easy ,0 criticise, but why no,tk.the I earn fake «be> ^
££' a shilling.
'iSam_
Remember
Me"-Doug
Cambell.
two
main
alternating
scenes-one
been
previously
taken
between
N,C
o£
"Only a shilling. screamed trel «\Yby do you want to know?"
care of itself? The man running the team probably knows more
But why waste words .
"Farewell My Love"-Pat Mil- the full stage as a ship deck, and an- a»^ Bans, although our tickets were
hag. "Only a shilling? Curse ye for quoth Abe
about the condition of his men than those who sit in the stands, kead on MacDuff! '•'
other as a smaller and compact rep. Sood
Sweden
parsimony, Baron Rumplewit! Curse
«There you arei» exclaimed Sam, berry.
who can see no more of the men than the numbers on their jerseys. "CINAMIKE GOES TO THE
Bells of St. Mary's"—BobbinsI resentation of the captain's cabin. Thel aAln? a
^ hours in New Yor
ye and your son and your sons son, angrjiyj "why do I want to know?
play opens in the captain's cabin, and 1 V1S1 ed the American ofl.ces of the
We ought to do better in the future. Demonstrations of that sort | PICTURE
. • OFr THE
s WEEK
iand every child, born in your caste You are the most inqlisitive per- Dailey.
;f
n n

e(

a

01

ie s

lort rK e

t0
tlle
two more of the later scenes appear French Rallway System and secured
•
seventh generation.
"Love In Boom"—Liebman
SOn I ever met"
"Afraid To Dream"—Jimmie John in it. This changing situation was transportation and sleeping accumPaul Muni in "The Life of Enule gypsy's curse be upon ye!"
"Doii't you ' think," asked Mr
met by mounting the entire captain's modatmns between Nice and Pans,
On the other hand, Frank Shock, St. Marys acting captain for Zola." This picture far surpasses his
xhe baron paid no attention and H
seriousiyi "that the govern- ston.
cabin scene upon a wagon. Then it 1 f°u"d that d»e ^ the reductions
"The Moon Got In My Eyes'
the day's game, exhibited perhaps the best sportsmanship vvc'vej Portrayal of^Lom^ Pasteur .
entered cheerfuny home^ L.Ule d.dl inent Qught t0 take some action
.ys game, exniuucu
tn never once shines through the armour he dream of the future that was
was merely wheeled off-stage and on madc to ^"rists during that year our
Blaufuss.
for the winning team to lf Zo,a in his portrayal. He played store for his descendants. From ag»V i
^orrv aTn'm
seen. It's been the custom in the past
again as occasion required.
railway tickets cost us hut $5.50 each
Let
'Er
Go
!"—Knoles.
uT
,,
... -i
i
.,.ii
, i "I should worry about outlaws
be awarded the ball after the game. Naturally, with the game a the most convincing part that we have then on the castle was mantled with The in_laws are wbat bother me"
During the action of the play for a lour»ey approximately equal
Just a Gigolo"—Tom Bither.
'Have Yop Got Any CastlesI banana peels and glasses are thrown! to l'iat between San Francisco and
tie, no one had a right to claim it, and Martinovich, flipping with seen in a great many moons^^Buhjthe dre^^ shadow of the curse of the| „Now cbildren," asked the Sunday
as usual the picture will no doubt Run,plewits.
,1 school teacher, "with what did Sam- Baby?"—Z. J. Goudey.
|over the side rail of the deck scene,l os R,lg
' but that our second
Shock for posession, lost the toss. Shock, however, gave the ball
"Harbor Lights"—Hubie White.
,
ii .| ^ e kar°" lived on to a contente son arm bimself to fight against the
but as they make no sound the illu- 1 as.s s ?®pln§ 5ar charRes were $12.50
to "Mike", saying we deserved it more than they.
people stay at home. (A little blunt 0jd age uls son and his sons son pbilistines?
WHERE IS JOE GOOSE???
| sion is created of a body of water far| eac '•
. 11
knew the answer to
but true). For every one should re- aiso lived peacefully and happily 'til( None of'the ch;ldr£n could answer
my Question.
below.
A
pillow
was
rigged
in
a
box
To Frank Shock, go our congratulations as the best of sports- spect a fine actor . . . ror example,! they died of old age. And so it went
"Come, come," said the teacher im
to receive the objects noiselessly.|
'he cars in second class transporcontrast Zola with Scarf ace, andl f or s;x generations.
men. Here's hoping we benefit from the example.
patiently, "do you forget so soon? jit-jot bio., is a tallish, handsome-ish, . However, Crabbe admits that Thurs- tation were fairly clean when we
Wang Lung, the Chinese peasant . . .1 The seventh descendant of the old
Then, to help them remember. footballer who hits you between thel day dle aim was not so good, and one started, but had practically no care
this is why we think Paul Muni is baron. Luther Rumplewit, was a,he tQUched hig jaw with hig ^
eyes and then spreads all over you|0f tbe objects missed the box and enroute. While the beds were comone of the best . . . when it comes handsome lad, popular and well liked "-y^hat is this " he asked
. like honied jam.
I made kind of a wooden splash.
| fortable, the terrific speed of the
to giving an alive feeling to a char- by all who knew him He was brave
„The jawb'one of an ass!>. the
He was born on July 19, 1917,
There were two things about the train and the lightness of the car
acter.
as well, and had no fear of the dire ,
.H
in
„
;
„
rnarf
n t n
in that Hoosier state, Indiana . . • production which caused the tech-I made sleep practically impossible
Look for "The Perfect Specimen'|curse 0f the Rumpewits. In fact,' he
at the game last Saturday was taken by many in the wrong spirit,
(try and find one) this picture comes hadn't even heard of the dire curse of, And now we introduce you Manon, Ind., to be exact . . . he njcjans a jot 0f WOrry, but which However, the three sections of the
according to the reports we have received. It is regretted that it
is definitely of the sophisticated 1 we wotdd Probably not think of. In special second class sleeping cars left
I to the California this week ... we the Rumplewits.
, ,
again to the thrill of the WEEK- generation we are living in, and tbe deck scene the wall of the cabin Nice within fifteen
minutes of each
should have been so, as the "contest", as it was termed, was meant I buear"L;t>s swell. "Chubby" Blondell
Luther Rumplewit, too, died of old Ly _
.
the
ide of Pacifi(
a
damn
good
example
...
curved
from
front
stage
to
rear
in
other
and
arrived
in
Paris on tinnmerely in the spirit of satire. It is quite evident that rest rooms and Errol Flynn support the picture age. The gypsy was sore as hell.
|the call of the wild . . . our for.
rown leaded, brown eyed, andl order to create the illusion of depth, within fifteen minutes of each otherare needed in the stadium. Our contest was intended merely as greatly turning in good pieces of
gotten gal . . . Georgie ! ! !
with a broad, wide-open smile that However, along this same wall there|
T ULLY C K NOIES,
, .
,
...
.. ..
jut.acting, or so we have been led to
slays women .
he wends his matter- was to be a bench, and in order to
a move to bring that need to public attention and perhaps bring believe We-n be tbere (if that means Robinson and Clair Trevor present|anka^.er ^ea"
week, you remember (?), f
y
L'w make the ^hole thing look natural
Tln
,1
a sore spot, among otherwise splendid stadium facilities, to a head, anything) so try and see it too.
'Big Town." It's
a swell show
bu they bad tQ construct
,^
b
,
,. J15 a
. SIiuw I Georgie swore she'd get her main, to ake things as they come
a
worthy off a dial turn . . . Also on
,. h d
. ° . ,
' will go out of his way to bum-it :
on|
ust tbe
Certainly we intended no crude or offensive project. That some
^OPINIONS
Tuesdays A1 Jolson's Variety Show'
desperate search she went
same curve as the cabin
, ,
,
.
.
,
.
,
,
TT
Although there has been some difaround the globe. Ultimately, he
should take it in such manner is too bad. However, that the ference of opinion we i;ked "Excur- with Martha Raye and Parkyarkarkas contact with Georgie . . . continue, wants to be a newspaper correspond-,
y
Tbe Qther
. . A fair-to-middlin' show.
Board of Trustees took action, unknown to us, a week ago Tues- uon". The sets were good—the act
ent . . . somewhere . . . someplace.
r r,
,
Z.7
, . . ,
wretches . . .
On tonight, over the Hollywood
ue s y.
He loves to eat, and his favor-Ln b
°
'he cloth had
day, to install rest rooms is an indication that our idea perhaps ing—the best we have seen in quite
Part II
Hotel
broadcast
will
be
Fred
Astaire
. ,
.
...
, , • •
.,
a long while—the plot—logical and
f, ™g PerfectIy and stretched!
TIGER RAG
, r
T?
'
ri Hurrah, Hurrah—when George ite food is bread pudding . . . fav.
represented a worthy cause. We were merely bringing the matter wel, £uik _
so ^hat more could and Joan Fontaine in a preview of f lt .,
exactly, because no self-respecting
fl
T he T GER rao
'
H
to public attention, as nothing had been done about it to our one ask for . . Shay, Faye and Bob, their latest picture; "Damsel In Dis-| Hurrah, Hurrah—A
man is tick
It should be good . . . Burns ,.
1"''8
h« I'-"*
of
7
Gary
Coopar
and
Jaan
Arthur
'V™/
«
.
Anyt
knowledge. That our reporters had had no inkling of the news you were darned good (For a while tress."Allan
me.
b
tl-ioro
and Allen will
will Ka
be there,
too, so let's I
clear.b,ue sky they worked until the to be criticized, anything to
He started at my ankle, W h o o p s , are his pet Hollywoodians . . . with
was regrettable. As every news source is suposed to be covered, ^ ^w.f'ut'lis'hope ffat alf'thl flip the dial on the Hollywood Hotel I V
,
.
the accent on Jean Arthur . . . uses curtai" went up Thursday night, said, opinions, praise, etc., is giv
now
my knee>
Ia
we had no idea that such action had been taken by the Trustees, piays keep up the same standards tonight
pl nlng" .
The flea kept marching through Lady Cashmere Bouquet soap| m?°Vy ,a
opportunity to be aired m
g
TAP FOR YOUR FUTHER
as no news of their action reached our ears.
| that "Excursion," maintained.
Georgie.
when showering at six ay emm I
, . ter that explanatory bit, PACIFIC WPUK' V
U
here s 'lIst one "minder. The Phan-\ FAt:IFIC WEEKLY through
"Room Service"—That play with BIG TEN
Next time, we undrape the final while singing like Benny Fields
a million and one laughs . . . hits
That "Crosby" of the Campus, Bill I episode of this flea opera . . . with (whew) . . . Browning's poetrv r°W' The second Studio show of the medmm of the Tiger Rag.
the College of Pacific for a one night Finley picks the hit tune of the week thousands of readers awaiting the is top with him . . . so's Red Nor- year—ldirected by Marion Akers, urge you to use it to the fulffs'
stand this Monday evening ... As it to be: (boy will he eat this up!!!) climax to this gigantic meller- vo's swelegant swing ... sleens in °Pens Tuesday n'sht, November 9, extent.
and p,ays Thursday and Friday night
is a George Abbott production we will
* * *
L—"Everything You Said Came drama, we will tear the last four the tops of pajamas, always
perfor m ance C me n suppo rt your
lines from the very heart of civillike those we had last Thursday? Reactions on the part of most expect the best. (We have two seats True.
He abhores "sweet
"The Key
in the balcony—who will be up there
2-—"If It s the Last Thing I Do." ization . . . only once in a lifetime
students affirmed that the rallies planned before Homecoming were to keep us company?)
3.—"Once In a While."
does sucha thrill come ... be on
the best of the year.
. . test rooms . . . doesn t| loads of new students. Only $.25 |
something there. Now it seem5
THE TURN OF THE DIAL
4.—Blossoms On Broadway."
| fand foo yet gour Heekly . . . er .... i
5.—"You and I Know."
Our little honey, Alice Faye, re
he gon yand goo fet your condmn'adS,
" n<"|»b7 "',re
!',™ ' f'»"l --i"' for that the column is on the down grade
ltd Koehler and Phil Starr have demonstrated that original, tal
Look for these on the coming Hit Beekly . . . er . . . anyways, it'll hates
turns to us tonight, on the Chester
1" "Wr ,h",te
I oo much of the same is rather tir
'
'
W
pS'J"
"wJ
ented, yet inexpensive rallies can be presented, while last Thursday field hour. We hope she had a good Parade.
be printed next week (we hope), to smile and say, "Hello.
ing. The same people mentioned eveO'
And
so
another
week
of
the
life
night's pre-bonfire rally in the gym was the best of the year in the time in the east. Glad to see you
so don't miss it!! 1
His greatest thrill was catching a| cently was voted Oueen of tl,P
f
time and the same thing said. b
of Cinamike is closed, but we will see
opinion of many who attended. Every rally should be of equally back, Alice.
Listen Tuesdays at five over KSFO you again, same paper, same name, THUMBIO:
would be good advice to the auth°r
high caliber.
for a swell program . . . Edward G same spot—(we hope).
This week's subject of our little
to discontinue it, or get a new ang'e'
named Alice Han.on ... she re-l he likes "lEuty ta
iot oflo™,"
L. M.

(Apologies to Life.J

leave bad impressions on visitors.
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Archania Holds Tau Kappa Gives
"Doll Tea"
Mock Tea For
In Anderson Hall
Rush Activity

ICCI4L
CALENDAR
SATURDAY, Nov. 6—
Omega Phi Dance
House
Geology Field Trip
Tau Kappa Dance
House
Tau Kappa Auxiliary Tea
Anderson Hall, 4:00 to 6:00.
SUNDAY, Nov. 7—
Recital
Auditorium, 4:00-6 :00.
MONDAY, Nov. 8—
Play Rehearsal
Auditorium
TUESDAY, Nov. 9—
Chorus
Auditorium, 7:00-8:00.
Recital
Auditorium, 8:15.

Football Dance
Last of Season
Bob McCormick's orchestra will
furnish the music for the last homegame dance of the season tonight in
the gym from nine until twelve
o'clock.
Jane Kingdon, social chairman of
the Pacific Student Association, has
appointed Julian Ellis, general chair
man of the dance, and Bob Eley is
assisting him.
Admission is free with California
Student Body cards, and twenty-five
cents a couple to Pacific students.
Patrons and patronesses for the af
fair are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gulick,
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Waldo, Bob
Wright and his guest, Bob Phoenix
and Mr. and Mrs. Louis Windmiller.
All members of the Pacific Student
Association are urged to co-operate
in making this affair successful.

Waterfront Brawl
Will Enliven
Gambling Tarts Rhizomia
Lambda Phi fraternity will
'Crop And Saddle' To Greet Rushees lieRho
hosts at their annual Waterfront
Brawl at their house next Friday
With roulette wheels, poker chips,• night. Under the direction of Ralph
Chosen Name
and bird-cages lending utility as wellI DePuy, Weston Inglis, Holbrook
as decoration, Omega Phi Alpha will! Newell, and Glenn Wilson the interOf Club
. ior will be decorated to form a
open their house Saturday night for
a rush party in the gambling theme.
Dick Morall, general chairman of the
affair, is being assisted by the entire
membership of the fraternity, and
they hope to make this.the outstand
ing evening of the rush season. Cider
and doughnuts will provide the refreshments.
I

waterfront cafe. Durand Hall is in
charge of large drawings depicting
waterfront happenings which will
adorn the walls.
Bob McCormick and his Swing
Stylists will provide the music for
dancing. Mr. and Mrs. George Odell
and Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Bodley
lor me^'evenrng.'"""'1

"Excursion" Cast
Celebrates

INK'S
KNOLES
mean trips «
d til why tilt
t il the parties at
it dels over night
h I r.uispoftitit)'
but on this trip
• red the answtf

"Charm" Topic of
Stanford Visitor

Mary O'Hara Will
Wed 0. Ritter, Jr.
The engagement of Miss Mary
O'Hara to Ovid H. Ritter Jr., son
of O. H. Ritter, comptroller of the
College of the Pacific, has been re
vealed.
Miss O'Hara, formerly of Stock
ton, is a resident of Berkeley. She
is a graduate of St. Agnes' school,
and is a member of the Omega Nu
sorority.
Mr. Ritter Jr. was a former mem
ber of the Pacific student body, al
though he received his A. B. degree
at Stanford University. While at
Pacific he was a member of Omega
Phi Alpha fraternity.
The wedding is expected to be held
sometime next spring.

EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry
REPAIRING
RIGHTLY PRICED

Mu Phi Epsilon Pea
Wdcomes Students
A tea, welcoming all new women
students majoring in music, was
given by Mu Phi Epsilon, National
Honorary Musical Sorority, last Sun
day afternoon, from two to four
o'clock.
The program included a short wel
coming speech by Irva Rickson, presi
dent of the group, a violin solo by
Ann Blundell, a piano' selection by
Eileen Daniels, and a talk on Mu Phi
Epsilon by Mrs. Robert Gordon.
Mrs. Horace I. Brown and Mrs.
Gordon poured.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO
'DISTINCTIVE

J. GLICK & SON
Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main Street

CORSAGES"

BURTON OLMSTEAD
Campus Representative
109 N. Sutter

Phone 652

Evening Bags
IRENE

GARY

Dunne Grant

The Saint Mary's game and home
coming combined gave us some new
hints on styles, and I believe that
Pacific came through with flying
colors, in styles as well as in scores.
Thursday night started the week
end off with a bang, and while gaz
ing from the sidelines at the dance
we saw a great many good ideas for
what the well dressed Pacifiicites will
wear when "truckin' on down."
Betty Dixon wore a navy and red
plaid dress, navy shoes and a navy
off the face turbin, with this outfit
she wore a red belt and carried a red
bag.
Mary Ranney looked very stunning
in a tan wool dress, biege and British
tan shoes, and a beige hat. Her re
semblance to Mary Bay while dancing
cheek to cheek with Roger Baer was
so striking, that we heard many re
marks about it on the floor.
I'm still trying to figure
out
whether Francis Hallmark is trying
to start a new style or whether she
just didn't realize it, but she was
seen at the dance with one pink sock
and one blue sock. I will have to give
her credit for something new, tho'.
Saturday's game gave us something
to talk about as well as to write
about, but as long as this is a style
column we had better stick to styles.
Bev. Starr looked very cute in a
Kelly green suede jacket, and match
ing calot, she wore a brown skirt,
white shirt and brown sport shoes.
Margaret Trabert was dressed in
an Oxford gray tailored suit, white
shirt, black calot and black pumps.
Trever Griffiths wore his new her
ring-bone jacket in shades of gray
with gray slacks and dark gray
shoes.
Saturday evening found prominent
Pacifiicites dancing to the atmosphere
of ghosts and goblins.
Barbara Reinley wore a dark green
velvet dress made on Lord Fauntleroy lines with Irish lace collars and
cuffs. She wore a matching velvet
hat and green shoes making a nice
complete outfit. She was with Clem

Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold

Chas. Haas 8 Sons
JEWELERS

Sunday dinner in the dining hall
gave us a lot of new slants on life.
First it was Hallowe'en, in case you
have been wondering, and there were
eight of the cutest boys all decked
in orange and black costumes, com
plete with cleats and, everything.
Then there were two girls that had
nerve enough to break that old tradi
tion and come to dinner in jeans and
bright colored shirts. More power to
you, Jean and Mary Louise; only try
it again on Saturday and I'll bet you
will have company.
Some of the fellows were also
dressed in jeans and shirts, but the
girls' were at least clean.
I be
lieve the fellows have worn theirs
ever since they have been in school,
without even thinking of having them
washed.
We are all waiting, yes breath
lessly, for that treat that Roger and
Trem have promised us. Why don't
you get up early some Sunday and
beat your fraternity brothers to the
suits and ties that the house has to
offer?

CLOWES' DAIRY
PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

REASONABLY PRICED

'The AWFUL
TRUTH'

Swagerty who wore a well tailored
dark suit and dark shoes and looked
very handsome despite the iron claw.
Jane Jordon had on a black moire
taffeta swing skirt dress, with puff
sleeves, a black off the face turbin,
and black pumps. She was wait a
Saint Marys fellow who was dressed
in a dark suit.
Elsie Orsi seemed to do a nice job
of breaking through that Archania
barrage of woman haters and nabbed
one of the chief contestants, Dick
Bentley by name, she wore a tan tail
ored suit with British tan hat, shoes
and gloves. Dick wore a dark tailor
ed suit, black shoes, and was chew
ing gum so hard his jaws must still
be sore.
Joe Siegfried looked very fit after
the game in a dark suit, white shirt,
dark shoes, and a red tie just the
shade of that popular Lodi wine.
With him was Jean Arnett in a black
crepe dress with a white lace panel
down the front, she wore black suede
shoes and a black hat with her dress.

of the Fines! in Dairy Products
Grade A Raw and Pasteurized Milk
Guaranted Golden Guernsey Milk
Farm

WEST'S LANE

Members of the cast of "Excur
sion" and their guests celebrated
opening night last Thursday, October
28, with a dinner in the banquet room
of "Tiny's" restaurant. DeMarcus
Brown and Mrs. Brown were honor
ed guests for the evening.
Others who attended were Faye
Lovegren, Howard Thurston, Marge
Mainard, Clair Tatton, Rodney Ran
dall, Latta Ross, Dan Looney, John
Crabbe, Dale Rose, Richard Briggs,
Perry Schott, Robert Broaddus, Rob
ert Grady, Joe Downey, Margaret
Lefever, Lesla Dennison, Barbara
Owen, Mildred Saugsted, Barbara
Bower, Milton Kwate, Robert Eley,
Jane Kingdon, Martin Shearer, James
Riley, Kenneth Stowell, Forest Dar
by, Hubert White, Nelda Ormiston,
William Kirkman, Robert Wooten,
Janet Cole, Jean Smith, Margaret
George, Bobbin Gay Peck, Max Gobel, Evelyn Barnett, Eugene Minson,
Forrest Greenberg, Julian Ellis, Bud
Meyers, Patricia Milberry, and Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Farey.

Margaret Slusher To
Marry Soon
Miss Margaret Slushier, formerly
of the College of the Pacific, has an
nounced her engagement to Mr.
Charles Richmond of Stockton. The
wedding date has been set for Nov
ember 14. Miss Slusher is from
Oregon, although for the past four
years she has made her home in
Stockton. While at Pacific the brideto-be was a member of Tau Kappa
Kappa sorority.
After the honeymoon the couple
plan to reside in lone \yhere Mr.
Richmond is employed.

Girls! Would you like
to be charm*"b *
—
*—1—-———•—
A very informal, and intensely in
teresting talk on "Charm" will be
given by the poised and attractive
secretary of the Stanford Y. W. C.
A. next Wednesday at 4 in_the S. C.
A. rooms.
Subjects that are vitally important
to all women students are discussed
on alternate Wednesdays. A repre
sentative from a downtown store
gave a talk on make-up a few weeks
ago, and last week Miss Alexander,
a style expert, spoke on clothes. The
group has gotten much help in all
these lines, and the lecture on charm
should put the finishing touches on
the ideal co-ed.
All girls are cordially invited; so
come and learn how to be charming.

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 10—
S. C. A. Meeting
"Y" Rooms, 7:00
Pi Gamma Mu Lecture
Anderson Hall, 8:00.

Members of Mu Phi Epsilon, Nat
ional Music Honor Society, were
hostesses to Mrs. Bertha M. King,
national president, last Wednesday,
November 3. Mrs. King is making
the annual inspection tour of all the
chapters and tlumnae clubs in the
country.
Several events had been planned
for her brief visit. Included in this
series of affairs were an inition
ceremony and a business meeting
held during the day.
Dinner at the "Little Gypsy Tea
Room" was to be followed by a
musical program at the home of Miss
Frances Bowerman.
The program under the direction
of Ann Blundell, consisted of vocal
solos by Miss Bowerman and Vir
ginia Brown; piano selections by Miss
Miriam Burton and Eileen Daniels;
and a violin solo by Ann Blundell.
Mrs. King left immediately after
the program, to continue her tour of
inspection.

THURSDAY, Nov 11—
Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00.
FRIDAY, Nov. 12—
Orchesis Meet
Gym, 7:00
Rhizomia Dance
House
Archania Rush Dance
House.
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Miss Helen Lussenden, chief ex
ecutive of the Camp Fire Girls in
Stockton, spoke to a group of girls
yesterday at 4:00 p. m., at a tea in
Anderson Hall. She is the new execu
tive who replaced Miss Esther Blankenship who was married this year.
Miss Lussenden described Cimp Fire
work, its ideals and aims. She wanted
to interest college girls in becoming
junior guardians and in becoming
active in Camp Fire work.
The Social Slants group gave the
tea, and Claribel Coffman was in
charge of arrangements. Floriene
Buoy, a junior guardian, was in
charge of arranging for the meeting
with Miss Lussenden.

Former Student To
Return To Pacific
LeRoy Leale, former Pacific stu
dent and member of Alpha Kappa
Phi fraternity, was present at the tea
complimenting the new housemother
of Archania last .Sunday afternoon.
Although he was forced by ill health
to leave college he plans to return to
his friends on the Campus soon.

BUY FROM A STUDENT
$4 Per Month

Underwood
Royal
Corona
Remington
Noiseless

Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for in Sec
tion 1103 October 3, 1917, authorized
October 24, 1924.
Entered as second-class matter Octo
ber 24, 1924, at the Post Office at
Stockton, California, under the Act
of March 3, 1879.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50
A YEAR.
A. wish to take this opportunity to
thank the student body and faculty
for their show of cooperation.

American Values
. . . . at Penny's
Here is one of our many special
features for this event . . .
Riagless! Fall Fashioned! First Quality .

GAYMODE HOSIERY
Rich New
Color*!

Absolutely no
Carrying
Charge

SEE
SQUEAKY EAKES, Agent for

STOCKTON TYPEWRITER CO
436 E. Market — Phone 37

Lovely flawless chiffons with
silk picot tops and silk heels.
These Gaym<sdes are more ser
viceable, more beautiful — ask
for them by name! In a wide
selection of colors. 8Y2-IOV2.
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Gaels Hold Tigers
To Scoreless Tie

jlti t r o d u c i ti cj

St. Mary's Luclry to Gain Even Break with
Weekly Pep-Talk

.

y
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Who Play Best Game of Year

KICKS THROUGH

Arrangements

Razzle-Dazzle Offense
Nets 14-6 Victory

were completed

this week for a post-season grid
"classic" between the Bengal F rosh
and Placer J. C. of Auburn, on
Nov. 19 at Auburn, Bob Breeden,
director of athletics announced
yesterday.
The northern junior college is
sued a challenge to Coach Jim
Corson of the Babes earlier in
the week, and the Frosh mentor
CiV-S-S-J.' vv.vl,

OuLl JCUL.IU1J

|

rangements were made by the ath
letic deepartment and the Frosh
are now definitely booked for the
"Finger Bowl" at Auburn, Friday,
; Nov. 19. The game will be playi ed at night.
The Tigerlets have one more
game left on their regular sche
dule, a return engagement with
the Aggie Frosh at Davis, the
Auburn clash will give the Cubs
a seven-game season, the longest
any Pacific yearling squad has
played.

W• A. A.

Qal - Ihrantlngs
PLAYDAY TODAY
AT MODESTO
The girls will leave the campus at
12:30, from in front of the Women's
Dorm, in individual cars. We expect
to have about 25 or 30 attend the
play day. The W. A. A. is carrying
the cost of transportation, which
should be an incentive to you. There
aren't many free things left in this
world, especially good times such
as these. So come one, come all, for
hockey, volley ball, tennis, pingpong,
badminton, and basket ball. Get in
on the fun.

Juniors
Sophomores
Seniors
Freshman ...

At the BOOKSTORE
SPORTSWEAR
TIES
SHOES
SOX
CORDS
SPORT SHIRTS

Jim

TETER
Vernon
GROSS

S E R V I C E
NOW!!

Sports
Equipment
TILL
2 A. M.

201 E. WEBER

Phone 2962W

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE &
FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 5100
Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

JUNE

TRAVIS
MINIATURES
Decorate your own for What-Not
Shelves. Twenty pieces of artistic white
metal figures, oil paints,
4* .
brushes. POSTPAID
. J1.50

Williams Kast Art Co.
Phone 3195

P. 0. Box 1253

JOHNNIE

DAVIS

ALSO

Ronald YOUNG
Ann LEE
Cedric HARDWICKE

azines

